Experience the freedom of no-process
for your print operation
This is not just anyone’s no-process plate – this is
Southern Lithoplate’s NO-PROCESS plate!
We have been on a mission: to refine, enhance
and improve the technology of no-process plates
so that we could deliver a product that meets the
highest demands of our customers’ needs for
quality, performance and affordability.

Printers, you now have LIBERTY!
Liberty means no plate processing chemicals to
buy. No spent chemicals to dispose of. Liberty
means you get to print faster, with better print
quality, less cleanup and remarkable savings over
traditional processed products.

PMS 485C Red
PMS 285C Blue

Let Freedom Ring!!
Liberate yourself from plate processing.
PMS 485C Red
PMS 285C Blue

No more baking. No more waiting. Southern Lithoplate’s Liberty NXP
lithoplate delivers “out of the box” simplicity for instantaneous printing.
Plus, Liberty NXP is a Southern Lithoplate technology so you know you can
depend on its quality, performance and the utmost in service and availability.

Liberty NXP meets today’s needs for
performance, quality and sustainability
Finally. A true, no-process printing plate that lives up
to printers’ expectations and needs for quality and
performance under actual production conditions. The
Liberty no-process plate helps achieve your operation’s
goals for print quality, time savings, energy savings and
low environmental impact.
The Liberty NXP is a nonablative negative working polymer-coated plate
which can be laser imaged right out of the box and mounted on the plate
cylinder of any offset press. Available in 0.008" and 0.012" aluminum
material, this plate is electrochemically grained and anodized with a
proprietary post treatment that permits reduced water and ink settings.

Here are just a few of
the advantages Liberty
affords prepress/print
operations:
• Consistent make-readies for the
life of the product
• Linear, non-sharpening and
durable dot reproduction
• Economical, eco-friendly plate
production
• Helps achieve improved print
profitability goals for virtually any
print operation
• Backed by the most trusted
lithoplate manufacturer with
customer satisfaction guaranteed

It operates at 120 mJ/cm2 on any thermal platesetter within a 810-830 nm
range. The Liberty NXP plate delivers a resolution of 1-99% at 200 lines per
inch, with screening to 20 microns. Plus, it meets the demands for imaging
quality up to 2400 dpi resolution.
Liberty NXP plates deliver run lengths of 150,000, depending on press
conditions, have a shelf life of 12 months with recommended storage and
are safelight, white light stable for 4 hours or more at Lux Levels ≤ 600.
The plate is UV exposure/film capable.

Experience the freedom of no-process plates
with Liberty NXP.
And experience the difference Southern Lithoplate can make as your prepress
and print support partner. Our commitment to quality, value, and performance
and to your print profitability is what makes SLP stand out among all other
providers. Liberty is at hand with Southern Lithoplate at your side.

Freedom is at hand for printers with Liberty!
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Southern Lithoplate, Inc., P.O. Box 9400
Wake Forest, NC 27588
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To learn more about CtP solutions from SLP:
Visit www.slp.com or call (800) 638-7990

